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Abstract

We present, for the first time, a plasmaspheric hiss event observed by the Van Allen probes in response to two successive

interplanetary shocks occurring within an interval of ˜2 hours on December 19, 2015. The first shock arrived at 16:16 UT and

caused disappearance of hiss for ˜30 minutes. Significant Landau damping by suprathermal electrons followed by their gradual

removal by magnetospheric compression opposed the generation of hiss causing the disappearance. Calculation of electron

phase space density and linear wave growth rates showed that the shock did not change the growth rate of whistler mode waves

within the core frequency range of plasmaspheric hiss (0.1 - 0.5 kHz) during this interval making conditions unfavorable for the

generation of the waves. The recovery began at ˜16:45 UT which is attributed to an enhancement in local plasma instability

initiated by the first shock-induced substorm and additional possible contribution from chorus waves. This time, the wave

growth rate peaked within the core frequency range (˜350 Hz). The second shock arrived at 18:02 UT and generated patchy

hiss persisting up to ˜19:00 UT. It is shown that an enhanced growth rate and additional contribution from shock-induced

poloidal Pc5 mode (periodicity 240 sec) ULF waves resulted in the excitation of hiss waves during this period. The hiss wave

amplitudes were found to be additionally modulated by background plasma density and fluctuating plasmapause location. The

investigation highlights the important roles of interplanetary shocks, substorms, ULF waves and background plasma density in

the variability of plasmaspheric hiss.
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Key Points:13

• First report on plasmaspheric hiss variability in response to two successive inter-14

planetary shocks observed by the Van Allen probes.15

• Both the shocks triggered substorms that played important roles in the variabil-16

ity of plasmapsheric hiss.17

• Based on detailed electron phase space density and wave growth rate analyses, the18

observed hiss variations are explained.19
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Abstract20

We present, for the first time, a plasmaspheric hiss event observed by the Van Allen probes21

in response to two successive interplanetary shocks occurring within an interval of ∼222

hours on December 19, 2015. The first shock arrived at 16:16 UT and caused disappear-23

ance of hiss for ∼30 minutes. Significant Landau damping by suprathermal electrons fol-24

lowed by their gradual removal by magnetospheric compression opposed the generation25

of hiss causing the disappearance. Calculation of electron phase space density and lin-26

ear wave growth rates showed that the shock did not change the growth rate of whistler27

mode waves within the core frequency range of plasmaspheric hiss (0.1 - 0.5 kHz) dur-28

ing this interval making conditions unfavorable for the generation of the waves. The re-29

covery began at ∼16:45 UT which is attributed to an enhancement in local plasma in-30

stability initiated by the first shock-induced substorm and additional possible contribu-31

tion from chorus waves. This time, the wave growth rate peaked within the core frequency32

range (∼350 Hz). The second shock arrived at 18:02 UT and generated patchy hiss per-33

sisting up to ∼19:00 UT. It is shown that an enhanced growth rate and additional con-34

tribution from shock-induced poloidal Pc5 mode (periodicity ∼240 sec) ULF waves re-35

sulted in the excitation of hiss waves during this period. The hiss wave amplitudes were36

found to be additionally modulated by background plasma density and fluctuating plasma-37

pause location. The investigation highlights the important roles of interplanetary shocks,38

substorms, ULF waves and background plasma density in the variability of plasmaspheric39

hiss.40

Plain Language Summary41

Plasmaspheric hiss waves are whistler-mode, low frequency electromagnetic emis-42

sions found inside the dense plasmasphere and duskside plasmaspheric plumes. These43

waves play important role in controlling radiation belt dynamics by efficiently scatter-44

ing electrons leading to their precipitation into the atmosphere. Therefore, understand-45

ing their variability is an important topic in radiation belt studies. Earlier studies on plas-46

maspheric hiss waves showed their intensification as well as disappearance following a47

single interplanetary shock impact. In this study, we provide the first direct observational48

evidence of plasmaspheric hiss variability in response to two consecutive interplanetary49

shocks hitting the magnetosphere within an interval of ∼2 hours based on unique ob-50

servations by the twin Van Allen probes. Based on these observations and supported by51

detailed linear wave growth rate and phase space density analyses, it is shown that sub-52

storms triggered by both the interplanetary shocks and ULF waves generated after the53

second shock modulated the plasmaspheric hiss wave intensities in a significant manner.54

The amplitudes of the hiss waves are also found to be modulated by background plasma55

density and fluctuating plasmapause location.56

1 Introduction57

Plasmaspheric hiss waves are mostly structureless, low frequency (100 Hz to few58

kHz) broadband whistler mode electromagnetic emissions confined inside the high-density59

plasmasphere and duskside plasmaspheric plumes (Dunckel & Helliwell, 1969; Russell60

et al., 1969; Meredith et al., 2004; Summers et al., 2008). These waves are widely dis-61

tributed in radial distance and magnetic local time (MLT), although the strongest emis-62

sions are observed typically near the dayside plasmasphere, around the local noon (1263

MLT) (Li et al., 2015; Spasojevic et al., 2015). They are detected during both geomag-64

netic quiet and disturbed periods, with wave amplitudes varying from a few tens of pi-65

cotesla during quiet times and enhancing up to ∼100 pT during enhanced geomagnetic66

activity. Their origin and spatial distribution are an attractive subject of radiation belt67

studies as these waves are known to play an important role in controlling radiation belt68

dynamics by causing pitch angle scattering and subsequent atmospheric precipitation69
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of electrons (from tens of keV to few MeV) via cyclotron resonance in a time span of sev-70

eral days to weeks (e.g., Thorne et al. (2013); Li et al. (2015); Ripoll et al. (2017)).71

Since the discovery of hiss waves in the magnetosphere by Russell et al. (1969), nu-72

merous studies have been done concerning the wave properties. Thorne et al. (1979) pro-73

posed the generation of plasmaspheric hiss waves during geomagnetic quiet times as due74

to amplification of trapped waves near an equatorial region just inside the plasmapause.75

During geomagnetic active periods, both local amplification of hiss inside the plasma-76

sphere by electron cyclotron instability and external sources like chorus waves are pro-77

posed to contribute. Chum and Santolik (2005), using ray tracing theoretical simulation,78

investigated the ray trajectories of nonductedly propagating lower band whistler mode79

chorus waves with respect to their initial angle θ0 (the angle between the wave vector80

and the ambient magnetic field). It was found that if the initial wave vector is deviated81

from the ambient magnetic field towards lower L-shells (directed to the Earth) by an an-82

gle greater than θB , which was termed the bifurcation angle, the wave may, after reflec-83

tion, propagate into the plasmasphere and evolve into plasmaspheric hiss. Santolik et84

al. (2006) found discrete time-frequency structures in low altitude ELF hiss recorded by85

Freja and DEMETER spacecraft at altitudes of 700 – 1200 km that resembled with the86

time-frequency structure and frequencies of chorus recorded by Cluster spacecraft at ra-87

dial distances of 4 – 5 Earth radii. They used backward ray tracing techniques to fol-88

low the hiss waves to their anticipated source region. This was consistent with the the-89

oretical results of Chum and Santolik (2005) and both the studies showed that earth-90

ward propagating chorus waves could be considered as possible candidates for plasma-91

spheric hiss. Later, by ray tracing technique and supported by observations, Bortnik et92

al. (2008, 2009, 2011) and Chen et al. (2012a) suggested that hiss waves can originate93

by propagation of chorus waves from an equatorial source region outside the plasmas-94

phere to higher latitudes and subsequent refraction into the plasmasphere which then95

evolves into plasmaspheric hiss. Agapitov et al. (2018) used 11 years of multipoint wave96

measurement data during the interval 2007 – 2017 from five Time History of Events and97

Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) spacecraft covering L = 2 to 1098

at low magnetic latitudes and over all magnetic local times (MLTs) to study the spa-99

tial extent and wave power distributions of both chorus and hiss waves in the proxim-100

ity of their respective generation regions and also to statistically examine any possible101

link between these two waves. From the statistical results, significant temporal corre-102

lations were found between chorus (outside the plasmasphere) and hiss (inside the plas-103

masphere). They found that 20% of chorus waves observed during the 11-year interval104

of study were well correlated with hiss waves usually detected with a delay less than 10105

seconds with a correlation > 0.7 between their wave power dynamics. Such well corre-106

lated chorus and hiss waves were also found to be separated by ∼2 – 3 Earth radii in the107

radial direction, the hiss waves typically observed 1 – 2 hrs later in MLT than the cho-108

rus waves. But recently, using observations from Van Allen Probes and coupled with ray109

tracing simulations, Hartley et al. (2019) showed that the chorus-to-hiss mechanism ex-110

ists for only a small spatial region close to the outer edge of the duskside plasmaspheric111

plume where strong azimuthal density gradients are present. This study is in contrast112

to the previous understanding and implies that it is unlikely for chorus emissions to con-113

tribute significantly to the plasmaspheric hiss wave power.114

Plasmaspheric hiss wave power has been found to vary significantly with geomag-115

netic activities (Meredith et al., 2004; Green et al., 2005; Agapitov et al., 2013; Spaso-116

jevic et al., 2015; Orlova et al., 2016; Mourenas et al., 2017; Claudepierre et al., 2020).117

Tsurutani et al. (2015), using one year interval of Polar data studied the dependence of118

plasmaspheric hiss on geomagnetic activity, especially AE and SYM−H indices. From119

their study, they found that the hiss waves can be found during intervals of both high120

AE and low AE, majority of the waves being detected with AE < 250 nT or during121

geomagnetic quiet times. One interesting finding from this study was that plasmaspheric122

hiss waves were found to intensify during intervals of high positive SYM − H values123

–3–
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which correspond to high solar wind ram pressure events. They concluded that when en-124

hanced solar wind compresses the magnetosphere, the wave intensities become larger prob-125

ably due to energetic electrons drifting into plasma tails or plasmaspheric bulges and gen-126

erating the hiss locally. Some drawbacks of conducting statistical studies using Polar data127

are that the data collected by Polar lasted for only one year (1996 – 1997), which was128

during solar minimum without intense geomagnetic storms (Tsurutani et al., 2006). The129

Polar spacecraft also spent only a small fraction of its orbital period near the geomag-130

netic equator. Van Allen probes, on the other hand, have extensive spatial coverage over131

the entire inner magnetosphere (L < 6) near the geomagnetic equator and thus, the132

data from these probes are suitable to provide improved statistical results. With this aim,133

using two years of Van Allen probe data, Li et al. (2015) evaluated the global distribu-134

tion of plasmaspheric hiss wave power and frequency spectrum for different levels of sub-135

storm activity. Statistical evaluation of the global distribution of plasmaspheric hiss waves136

showed that the hiss wave amplitudes are dependent on substorm activity: stronger (weaker)137

wave amplitudes occur in association with increased levels of substorm activity on the138

dayside (nightside). In contrast to the enhancement of plasmaspheric hiss during geo-139

magnetic disturbances, they have also been found to disappear following interplanetary140

shocks. Su et al. (2015) first reported the disappearance of plasmaspheric hiss for about141

5 hours following an IP shock on October 8, 2013. Such disappearance of hiss waves were142

attributed to enhanced Landau damping of chorus waves by suprathermal electrons, thereby143

preventing such waves from entering the plasmasphere followed by removal of source elec-144

trons for chorus waves by the shrinking magnetopause. Another event of hiss disappear-145

ance and recovery following an IP shock on February 27, 2014 was reported by Liu et146

al. (2017). They concluded that removal of source electrons and insignificant variation147

of wave instability were the reasons behind the prompt disappearance of plasmaspheric148

hiss while subsequent substorm injection of hot electrons and enhanced wave instabil-149

ity resulted in its reappearance. Yue et al. (2017) performed a statistical study on mod-150

ifications of whistler mode waves in response to interplanetary (IP) shocks using both151

Van Allen Probes and THEMIS data. From a database of 86 IP shocks, they found that152

for 43 (35%) shocks, the hiss wave power decreased/disappeared, for 36 (29%) shocks,153

the hiss wave power increased and for 62 (41%) shocks, chorus wave power intensified.154

They reported that the hiss disappearance events were found mostly on the dayside while155

the intensification events occurred mostly on the nightside. They also found the hiss wave156

power to intensify with enhanced solar wind ram pressure which is in agreement with157

the findings of Tsurutani et al. (2015).158

From these studies, it is quite apparent that plasmaspheric hiss waves exhibit com-159

plex variability in response to geomagnetic disturbances, although only a few studies have160

been conducted in the past due to the scarcity of such enhancement/disappearance events161

and the fortuitous position of satellites at the right location to observe the waves. Thus,162

to better our understanding, it is necessary to study more plasmaspheric hiss events that163

in turn will aid us to understand the particle acceleration or precipitation associated with164

the passage of IP shocks. Towards that goal, we can consider a test case wherein two in-165

terplanetary shocks impinge on the magnetosphere in quick succession and study the vari-166

ability of plasmaspheric hiss under such a situation. On December 19, 2015, two inter-167

planetary shocks impinged on the magnetosphere within an interval of ∼2 hours. Both168

the Van Allen probes were in the right place at the right time to observe the two shock169

impacts and the variability of plasmaspheric hiss associated with them. Apart from storms170

and substorms, ULF waves are also known to modulate hiss wave intensities in a signif-171

icant manner (e.g., Breneman et al. (2015); Shi et al. (2018)). In the present shock event,172

both the shocks triggered substorms and in addition, the second shock generated ULF173

waves as well. Thus, this event serves as a perfect test bed to testify all these mecha-174

nisms. We used both particle and wave data from the twin Van Allen probes and cal-175

culated the electron phase density (PSD) and linear growth rates of whistler mode waves176

to understand the variability of plasmaspheric hiss during this entire interval.177
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The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we provide an overview178

of the plasmaspheric hiss event followed by the wave propagation characteristics in Sec-179

tion 3. In Section 4, we provide the results from the analyses of the events. Finally, we180

discuss the results and provide our concluding remarks in Section 5.181

2 Event Overview182

Figure 1 provides an overview of the plasmaspheric hiss event on December 19, 2015.183

The solar wind magnetic field B (Figure 1a), proton density Nsw and flow velocity Vsw184

(Figure 1b) are acquired from the measurements of Magnetic Field Investigation (MFI)185

and Solar Wind Experiment (SWE) instruments onboard the WIND spacecraft. The ge-186

omagnetic indices SYM-H and AL (Figure 1d) are obtained from the World Data Cen-187

tre for Geomagnetism, Kyoto. All the parameters are time-shifted to the bow shock nose.188

The magnetopause location Lmp (Figure 1c) is calculated from the Lin et al. (2010) sta-189

tistical model. Figures 1f and 1g show the magnetic field Power Spectral Density (PSD)190

measured by the Waveform Receiver (WFR) on the Electric and Magnetic Field Instru-191

ment Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) (Kletzing et al., 2013) instrument onboard192

the twin RBSP spacecraft. Plasmaspheric cold electron densities (Figure 1e) are estimated193

from the spacecraft potentials derived from the V3 and V4 probes of the Electric Fields194

and Waves (EFW) instrument (Wygant et al., 2013). The two shock arrival times are195

marked by vertical dashed lines exhibiting steep increases in Nsw, Vsw (Figure 1b) and196

Pdyn (Figure 1c). After the first shock, clear signatures of the passage of sheath region197

can be identified by the rapid fluctuations in these parameters, although such features198

are absent during the second shock. However, considering the abrupt changes in these199

parameters that characterize an interplanetary shock, we consider both the pressure pulses200

as shocks in the present case. Both the shocks compressed the magnetosphere and ini-201

tiated sudden storm commencement events (for the first shock: ∆Lmp = 4RE ; ∆SYM-202

H = 25 nT and for the second shock: ∆Lmp = 2RE ; ∆SYM-H = 27 nT). Substorm ac-203

tivities were also triggered after a few minutes of both the shock impacts: the first shock204

triggered moderate substorm activity (ALmin ≈ −700 nT) while the second shock trig-205

gered weak substorm activity (ALmin ≈ −500 nT) (Figure 1d).206

Before the arrival of the first shock at 16:16 UT, both the RBSP satellites were in-207

side the dense plasmasphere (the electron density measured by both the probes were close208

to 100 cm−3; Figure 1e) and were observing substantial plasmaspheric hiss in the fre-209

quency range 0.1 – 2 kHz (Figures 1f, 1g). With the arrival of the shock, the hiss waves210

observed by both the probes disappeared in the frequency range of 0.1 – 1 kHz and weak211

waves above 1 kHz emerged. After ∼30 minutes of the impact of the shock, strong re-212

covery of plasmaspheric hiss commenced in the core frequency range (0.1 – 0.5 Hz) for213

both the probes (Figures 1f, 1g), but the hiss wave power observed by the two RBSP satel-214

lites exhibited remarkable difference despite the fact that both the probes were close to215

one another (during this interval, the maximum separation between the two Van Allen216

probes was 0.06 hrs in MLT, 0.1 RE in L and 0.83◦ in MLAT). After ∼17:45 UT (L ∼217

5.99, MLT ∼ 11.65), the wave amplitude recorded by RBSP-B reduced remarkably but218

RBSP-A continued to observe hiss of considerable intensity up to the arrival of the sec-219

ond shock (L ∼ 5.92, MLT ∼ 11.74) (Figures 1f, 1g).220

The second shock arrived at 18:02 UT and during this time, the twin RBSP space-221

craft observed intermittent patchy hiss for ∼1 hour following the shock, with the hiss222

power concentrated around 600 Hz for both the probes (Figures 1f, 1g). For RBSP-A,223

the significant recovery of hiss began at ∼ 19:15 UT (L ∼ 5.61, MLT ∼ 12.49) while for224

RBSP-B, the recovery began at ∼18:45 UT (L ∼ 5.67, MLT ∼ 12.25).225

Figure 2 gives a zoomed-in view of the hot electron distributions and electromag-226

netic fields around the shock arrival times. The omnidirectional (Figures 2a, 2e) and dif-227

ferential (Figures 2b, 2f; 2c, 2g) electron fluxes are measured by the Helium Oxygen Pro-228

–5–
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Figure 1. Overview of the plasmaspheric hiss event on December 19, 2015: (a) solar wind

magnetic field magnitude (B) and the z-component of the magnetic field (Bz) in GSM coor-

dinates; (b) solar wind proton number density (Nsw) and solar wind velocity (Vsw); (c) mag-

netopause location (Lmp) and solar wind dynamic pressure (Pdyn); (d) geomagnetic activity

indices SYM-H and AL; (e) cold electron densities calculated from the EFW probe potentials for

RBSP-A (red) and RBSP-B (blue); magnetic field power spectral density (PSD) in the Waveform

Receiver (WFR) channels observed by (f) RBSP-A and (g) RBSP-B. The arrival of the two in-

terplanetary shocks are shown by the two vertical dashed lines. The dashed and dotted curves in

panels f and g represent 0.5fce and 0.1fce respectively.
–6–
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ton Electron (HOPE) Mass Spectrometer (Funsten et al., 2013), Magnetic Electron Ion229

Spectrometer (MagEIS) (Blake et al., 2013) and Relativistic Electron-Proton Telescope230

(REPT) (Baker et al., 2013) of the Energetic Particle, Composition, and Thermal Plasma231

(ECT) suite (Spence et al., 2013). The electric and magnetic field measurements (Fig-232

ures 2d, 2h) are obtained from the EFW and EMFISIS magnetometer (MAG), respec-233

tively. With the arrival of the first shock (16:16 UT), the energetic electron fluxes in-234

creased followed by a gradual decrease to their pre-shock values (Figures 2a, 2e; 2b, 2f).235

The relativistic electron fluxes exhibited some additional quasi-periodic fluctuations (Fig-236

ures 2c, 2g), the duration of which interestingly coincided with the hiss disappearance237

interval (Figures 1f and 1g). During the intermediate hiss recovery interval (16:45 – 18:02238

UT), the energetic electron fluxes began to increase with peaks exhibiting an energy de-239

pendent time delay (Figures 2b, 2f) and the hot electron fluxes were significantly enhanced240

(Figures 2a, 2e). After the second shock (18:02 UT), the energetic electron fluxes exhib-241

ited similar trend of initial increase followed by a gradual decrease to their pre-flux lev-242

els, but now, quasi-periodic fluctuations were superposed on this general trend, especially243

at lower MagEIS energy channels (Figures 2b, 2f). Interestingly, these types of fluctu-244

ations were also noticed in AL during this time (Figure 1d). For the REPT measured245

differential electron flux, the second shock did not produce any notable effects (Figure246

2c, 2g).247

3 Wave Propagation Characteristics248

Figure 3 shows the wave propagation characteristics (planarity, ellipticity, wave nor-249

mal angle and sign of parallel Poynting flux) derived from RBSP observations using the250

singular value decomposition method (Santoĺık et al., 2003). During the entire period251

of our study, the hiss waves had high planarity values (∼> 0.5) (Figures 3b, g). The hiss252

waves during the intermediate recovery phase (16:45 – 18:02 UT) had the largest val-253

ues of planarity (0.7 – 1) followed by the pre-shock hiss (0.5 – 0.7). The waves were whistler254

mode waves with ellipticity values close to 1 (Figures 3c, h). The wave normal angle was255

less than 20◦ during the entire period of study (Figures 3d, i). This suggests that the256

wave propagation direction was almost parallel to the ambient magnetic field. From Fig-257

ure 1e, we can see that before the arrival of the first shock (15:00 – 16:16 UT) and dur-258

ing the substantial hiss recovery phase (19:00 – 21:00 UT), the Van Allen probes were259

inside the plasmasphere. The hiss waves during these periods exhibited unidirectional260

Poynting fluxes which implies that the waves might be generated by local plasma insta-261

bility at the equator and then subsequent propagation to higher latitudes (Thorne et al.,262

1979; Laakso et al., 2015; Omura et al., 2015). In the intermediate interval (16:16 – 19:00263

UT), the two probes were mostly in the outer plasmasphere and encountered a fluctu-264

ating plasmapause location manifested as fluctuations in the measured electron density.265

During this period, the hiss waves exhibited bidirectional Poynting fluxes which implies266

additional contribution from embryonic source like chorus waves to the generation of hiss267

(Bortnik et al., 2008, 2009, 2011; Chen et al., 2012a, 2012b).268

4 Data Analyses and Results269

The two most accepted mechanisms of plasmaspheric hiss generation below 1 kHz,270

containing most of the hiss wave power, are: (1) in-situ amplification of hiss inside the271

plasmasphere by electron cyclotron instability (Thorne et al., 1979; Summers et al., 2014)272

and (2) generation of incoherent hiss by refraction of chorus waves from a source region273

outside the plasmasphere to inside of it (Bortnik et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2012b), or some274

combination of the two. The first mechanism is primarily governed by plasmaspheric elec-275

tron distributions while the second mechanism depends on the plasmatrough electron276

distribution.277
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Figure 2. RBSP observation of: (a, e) omnidirectional and (b, f; c, g) unidirectional elec-

tron fluxes; and (d, h) electromagnetic fields observed by EMFISIS magnetometer and EFW

instruments on December 19, 2015. The two vertical dashed lines mark the arrival of the two

interplanetary shocks. The black solid lines in panels (a) and (e) represent the minimum resonant

energies (Emin) of 0.35 kHz whistler-mode waves.
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Figure 3. Wave propagation characteristics measured by RBSP-A (a – e) and RBSP-B (f – j)

on December 19, 2015: (a, f) magnetic field power spectral density (PSD); (b, g) planarity; (c, h)

ellipticity; (d, i) wave normal angle (WNA); (e, j) sign of parallel Poynting flux. The dashed and

dotted curves represent 0.5fce and 0.1fce respectively.
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Figures 2 (a–c, e–g) give an overview of the hot electron distributions in response278

to the two shocks. Both the shocks caused prompt enhancements of electron fluxes over279

a wide range of energies. Induced electric field after the passage of an IP shock can en-280

ergize electrons through drift-resonance mechanism (e.g., Blake et al. (1992); Foster et281

al. (2015); Su et al. (2015)). Figures 2d and 2h show that after the passage of both the282

shocks, the azimuthal component of the electric field (Ey) exhibited bipolar variations283

while after the second shock, it exhibited additional quasi-periodic fluctuations with peak284

amplitudes of 3 mV/m. These strong electric field oscillations may have resulted in the285

energization/acceleration of the hot electrons and thus, caused the electron flux to in-286

crease by up to 10 times following the shocks. The minimum resonant energy Emin of287

parallel-propagating whistler mode waves (Meredith et al., 2003) at 350 Hz (frequency288

of observed maximum hiss intensity) varied between 10 – 40 keV during the period of289

our interest (Figures 2a, 2e). Before the arrival of the first shock, suprathermal electron290

fluxes above Emin were considerably low. With the arrival of the shock, the suprather-291

mal electron fluxes were initially enhanced which were gradually removed probably through292

magnetopause shadowing process due to the earthward compression of the magnetosphere.293

With time, the moderate substorm that was triggered by the first shock injected hot elec-294

trons into the inner magnetosphere. This resulted in the gradual enhancement of suprather-295

mal electron fluxes above Emin. Such flux enhancements can also be seen to exist dur-296

ing the second shock. The effect of such enhancements is likely to promote local wave297

instability favoring the growth of whistler mode waves.298

Whistler mode waves, including hiss, experience Landau damping/cyclotron res-299

onant amplification by the suprathermal electrons in the course of its propagation. So,300

to understand the observed wave amplitude variability, we computed the linear growth301

rates of whistler mode waves. For this, first we calculated the pitch angle distribution302

of energetic electron phase space density (PSD) from RBSP-A observations and fit these303

observed PSDs by a distribution function having the form of a sum of subtracted Maxwellian304

components (Ashour-Abdalla & Kennel, 1978). The fitting parameters (listed in Table305

1) are then incorporated into the Waves in Homogeneous Anisotropic Magnetized Plasma306

(WHAMP) code (Ronmark, 1982) to calculate the linear growth rates of parallel prop-307

agating whistler mode waves. Hiss wave normal angle (WNA) is a very important pa-308

rameter for studying radiation belt dynamics (Meredith et al., 2007; Ni et al., 2014). Sta-309

tistical results have shown that equatorial hiss WNAs (|MLAT| ≤ 10◦) are less than or310

equal to 30◦, while mid-latitude hiss WNAs (|MLAT| ≥ 10◦) are mostly larger than 30◦311

for regions inside the plasmasphere (L ≤ 5) (Yu et al., 2017). In our case, both the probes312

were in low latitude plasmasphere (|MLAT|≤ 12◦; L ≤ 6) and from Figures 3d and 3h,313

we can see that the hiss WNAs were ≤ 20◦ for the entire period of our study. There-314

fore, the approximation of parallel propagation has been applied for calculations.315

Figures 4a – 4g show the observed (filled circles) and fitted (solid lines) plasma-316

spheric hot electron PSD at the color coded energies at seven specific times: (a) pre-shock317

(16:00 UT), (b, c) post (first) shock (16:20 UT and 16:40 UT, respectively), (d) inter-318

mediate hiss recovery (17:30 UT), (e, f) post (second) shock (18:07 UT and 18:09 UT,319

respectively) and (g) substantial hiss recovery (20:00 UT). We can see good agreement320

between the observed and fitted PSDs. Also, the electron PSD increased significantly321

after the shock impacts with clear pitch angle anisotropies. The distribution function322

has the form:323

F (v⊥, v‖) =

N∑
i=1

Fi, (1)324

where,325
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Fi =
ni

(
√
πVthi

)3
exp

[
−
(
v‖

Vthi

− Vdri
)2
]
×

{
∆i

α1i

exp

(
− v2⊥
α1iV

2
thi

)
+

1−∆i

α1i − α2i

×

[
exp

(
− v2⊥
α1iV

2
thi

)
− exp

(
− v2⊥
α2iV

2
thi

)]}
.

(2)326

Here, we have taken N = 6 plasma components. At a particular moment, for the327

ith component, ni is the density (m−3), Vthi
=
√

2Ti/me is the field-aligned thermal328

velocity, Vdri is the normalized drift velocity, α1i and α2i represent the temperature anisotropy329

and the size of loss cone respectively, and ∆i denotes the depth of the loss cone.330

In Table 1, we have listed the fitting parameters at seven specific times as mentioned331

above. The six plasma components corresponding to a particular time instant refer to332

the plasmaspheric hot electron densities having different plasma parameters. The cold333

electron densities were procured from RBSP observations. They were calculated by sub-334

tracting the hot electron densities (listed in Table 1) from the total electron density ob-335

served by both the probes. To calculate the growth rates of whistler waves using WHAMP336

code, we need to maintain charge neutrality. To satisfy this condition, we considered pro-337

tons with equal density as the total plasmaspheric electron density (sum of the hot and338

cold electron densities). This complete set of parameters finally gave the linear growth339

rate at a particular time instant. Growth rates at other time instants were obtained by340

following the same above-mentioned steps at the respective moments.341

Figure 4h shows the linear growth rates of parallel propagating whistler mode waves342

at the specified times used in Figures 4 (a – g). Now, let us individually investigate the343

five hiss intervals to understand the observed hiss variability.344

4.1 Pre-shock phase (15:00 UT – 16:16 UT)345

Before the arrival of the first shock, the magnetosphere was in a relatively quiet346

state (Figures 1a – 1d). Both the RBSP satellites were inside the dense plasmasphere347

(Figure 1e) and were observing plasmaspheric hiss waves in the frequency range 0.1 –348

2 kHz (Figure 1f, 1g). The linear growth rate of hiss waves at 16:00 UT peaked at ∼1349

kHz (Figure 4h) justifying the observation of hiss in this frequency range. The hiss waves350

also exhibited unidirectional Poynting fluxes during this interval (Figure 3e). The gen-351

eration of hiss during this interval thus seems to be a result of the local processes inside352

the plasmasphere (e.g., Omura et al. (2015); Thorne et al. (1979); Laakso et al. (2015)).353

4.2 Post first shock phase (16:16 UT – 16:45 UT)354

The first shock did not enhance the growth rate of whistler mode waves in the core355

frequency range of plasmaspheric hiss. Significant Landau damping by suprathermal elec-356

trons can suppress the hiss wave amplitude (Su et al., 2015) that might play a role in357

removing any pre-existing hiss emissions. From Figure 4b, we find that the electron PSD358

at 16:20 UT was much higher than the pre-shock values. The linear wave growth rate359

at this moment peaked at ∼1.5 kHz (Figure 4h). Thus, the enhanced suprathermal elec-360

trons may have caused damping of the hiss waves at this moment. After the initial en-361

hancement, the suprathermal electron fluxes above Emin were largely depleted (Figure362

2a), the consequences of which is likely to oppose the local generation of hiss inside the363

plasmasphere. We calculated the pitch angle distribution of electron PSD (Figure 4c)364

and the linear wave growth rate (Figure 4h) at a later time (16:40 UT) when the suprather-365

mal electron fluxes were reduced to almost the preshock levels. The linear wave growth366

rate calculated at this moment also showed no enhancement within the core frequency367

range of plasmaspheric hiss and peaked at ∼1.3 kHz. Thus the conditions during this368

interval became unfavorable for the generation of hiss. This explains the quenching of369
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Table 1. Fitting parameters for calculating electron PSDs at seven specific times

Epochs Components ni(m
−3) Ti(keV ) ∆i α1i α2i Vdri

Preshock 1 2.50×104 0.1500 0.8 1.0779 0.1078 0

16:00 UT 2 1.76×104 1.7200 0.8 1.1952 0.1212 0

3 1.00×104 4.1572 0.8 1.2834 0.1272 0

4 1.00×103 4.9462 0.8 1.2521 0.1250 0

5 6.76×102 12.9779 0.8 1.2800 0.2280 0

6 3.92×102 30.784 0.8 1.1500 0.1150 0

Post first 1 9.37×105 0.1260 0.8 1.5758 0.1576 0

shock 2 2.50×105 1.2774 0.8 1.3721 0.1372 0

16:20 UT 3 8.27×103 3.4057 0.8 1.6722 0.1672 0

4 7.27×103 5.2779 0.8 1.4247 0.1425 0

5 2.87×103 9.8682 0.8 1.0100 0.1010 0

6 8.25×102 30.988 0.8 1.400 0.140 0

Post first 1 1.37×105 0.0126 0.8 1.5758 0.1576 0

shock 2 6.50×104 1.2774 0.79 1.3721 0.1372 0

16:40 UT 3 6.27×103 2.4057 1.0 1.9722 0.1972 0

4 4.27×103 4.2779 0.8 1.1247 0.1125 0

5 8.87×102 6.8682 0.87 1.2500 0.0125 0

6 7.25×102 29.988 0.8 1.1100 0.1110 0

Intermediate 1 2.00×104 0.0126 0.8 1.0758 0.1076 0

hiss recovery 2 1.10×104 1.1774 0.8 1.1721 0.1172 0

17:30 UT 3 6.55×103 1.2257 0.75 1.2722 0.1272 0

4 5.30×103 6.7779 0.75 1.1347 0.1325 0

5 2.97×103 16.8682 0.8 1.1700 0.1170 0

6 2.95×103 18.955 0.8 1.2000 0.1200 0

Post second 1 7.00×104 0.0126 0.8 1.0758 0.1076 0

shock 2 5.80×104 1.3274 0.8 1.0111 0.1011 0

18:07 UT 3 4.75×104 6.6257 0.75 1.2722 0.1272 0

4 8.30×103 8.7779 0.75 1.4347 0.1435 0

5 4.97×103 9.2682 0.8 1.1700 0.1170 0

6 4.95×102 32.955 0.8 1.6000 0.1600 0

Post second 1 1.00×104 0.0100 0.8 1.0258 0.1026 0

shock 2 1.00×104 2.3274 0.8 1.3111 0.1311 0

18:09 UT 3 1.00×104 9.6257 0.8 1.3722 0.1372 0

4 6.30×103 8.7779 0.8 1.4347 0.1435 0

5 2.97×103 9.2682 0.8 1.0100 0.1010 0

6 4.95×102 28.955 0.8 1.6000 0.1600 0

Substantial 1 4.50×104 0.1500 0.8 1.0779 0.1078 0

hiss recovery 2 3.90×104 1.7200 0.8 1.2121 0.1212 0

20:00 UT 3 1.00×104 4.1572 0.8 1.2725 0.1272 0

4 1.00×103 10.8779 0.8 1.4500 0.1450 0

5 9.77×102 24.7682 0.9 1.2800 0.2280 0

6 7.92×102 26.80 0.9 1.2000 0.1200 0
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Figure 4. (a – g) Energetic electron (color coded: 10.38 keV – 235 keV) pitch angle distri-

bution of phase space densities (PSD): circles corresponding to RBSP-A observations and solid

lines corresponding to their fittings using the distribution function (1); (h) linear growth rate of

parallel propagating whistler mode waves corresponding to the times in panels (a – g).

the waves below 1 kHz and the generation of weak whistler waves above 1 kHz follow-370

ing the shock.371

4.3 Intermediate hiss recovery phase (16:45 UT – 18:02 UT)372

During this interval, the suprathermal electron fluxes were significantly enhanced373

above Emin (Figure 2a), possibly due to the injection of hot electrons into the inner mag-374

netosphere by the moderate substorm activity (ALmin ≈ −700 nT) that was triggered375

by the first shock. The effect of such flux enhancement is likely to amplify the local in-376

stabilities which in turn will favor the growth of whistler waves. The linear growth rate377

at 17:30 UT peaked in the core frequency range at ∼350 Hz (Figure 4h) that supports378

this proposition. The spacecraft at this moment moved close to the plasmapause and en-379

countered a partially eroded plasmasphere as evident from the rapid fluctuations in the380
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measured electron density (Figure 1e). The hiss waves also exhibited bidirectional Poynt-381

ing fluxes during this interval (Figure 3e). Therefore, the strong intermediate recovery382

of plasmaspheric hiss waves can be possibly attributed to a combined effect of local plasma383

instability driven by an inhomogeneous spatial distribution of hot electrons injected by384

the substorm and an embryonic source such as the chorus waves. Unfortunately, lack of385

observations at regions outside the plasmasphere from other satellites like THEMIS re-386

strict us to examine the direct chorus-to-hiss mechanism during this event.387

4.4 Post second shock phase (18:02 UT – 19:00 UT)388

The second shock initiated a weak substorm with ALmin ≈ −400 nT. The suprather-389

mal electron fluxes were already enhanced by the first shock-induced substorm during390

this period. The substorm triggered by the second shock further increased the fluxes (Fig-391

ures 2a, 2e). This is evident from Figures 4e and 4f, where we can see that the electron392

PSD increased considerably during this period. As discussed before, such flux enhance-393

ment is likely to facilitate the local growth of whistler mode waves. From the calcula-394

tion of the linear growth rate during this interval, it was found to increase within the395

apparent frequency range of plasmaspheric hiss peaking at ∼700 Hz (Figure 4h). The396

growth rate during this period were also considerably high that might have helped the397

hiss waves to overcome any suprathermal damping. This explains the occurrence of hiss398

in the frequency range 0.3 – 1 kHz during this period. The hiss waves also exhibited bidi-399

rectional Poynting fluxes (Figure 3e) suggestive of both local in-situ generation and pos-400

sible additional contribution from embryonic chorus waves to the generation of hiss dur-401

ing this interval. ULF oscillations in Ey might have imposed additional effects generat-402

ing intermittent wave intensities.403

ULF waves are mostly generated by interactions between transient solar wind pres-404

sure changes associated with interplanetary shocks and the magnetosphere (Yang et al.,405

2008; X. Y. Zhang et al., 2009) while they are also known to be internally generated by406

plasma instabilities and substorms (Ozeke & Mann, 2008; Bentley et al., 2018). These407

waves can modulate energetic electron fluxes, typically through drift resonance (Southwood408

& Kivelson, 1981) which in turn can modulate the hiss wave intensities. Figures 2d and409

2h show the electric field measurements from EFW instruments (plotted after taking a410

100-second running average to minimize the noise in the data) and the magnetic field411

measurements from EMFISIS magnetometer instruments. Following both the shocks,412

Ey exhibited bipolar variations while after the second shock impact, additional strong413

ULF oscillations in Ey can be clearly seen.414

To analyze the potential role of these quasi-periodic oscillations on hiss wave am-415

plitude modulation, the electric and magnetic fields were rotated into a mean field-aligned416

(MFA) coordinate system (Takahashi et al., 1990), determined by 400 sec sliding aver-417

age of EMFISIS and EFW data. This helped to detect the dominant mode of fluctua-418

tion in the magnetic field as poloidal (radial), toroidal (azimuthal) or compressional (par-419

allel). Residual electron flux, defined as J−J0

J0
, where J is the observed electron flux at420

a particular MagEIS energy channel and J0 is a 10 minute, running boxcar average of421

J (Claudepierre et al., 2013) was calculated to analyze the electron flux variations. From422

Figures 5(a – c, f – h), we can see strong oscillations in the radial component of the mag-423

netic field (Br) and azimuthal component of the electric field (Ea) compared to Ba and424

Er, while the parallel component of the magnetic field (Bp) show irregular variations with425

very poor periodicity. Moreover, as fundamental mode ULF waves are known to mod-426

ulate energetic electrons significantly (Q. Zong et al., 2011) and in our case, we found427

the energetic electron fluxes to be significantly modulated by the ULF waves, it is in-428

dicative that the ULF waves generated by the second shock are fundamental harmonic429

poloidal Pc5 mode (periodicity ∼240 sec) waves. Further, we can see ∼ 90◦ phase dif-430

ference between Ba and Er (for the first few wave cycles) indicating a standing mode431

wave. This suggests that the transverse waves detected satisfied Field Line Resonance432
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Figure 5. (a – c, f – h) Radial, azimuthal and compressional components of the electromag-

netic field measured by EFW and EMFISIS instruments presented in MFA coordinates. (d, i)

Residual electron flux J−J0
J0

. (e, j) Magnetic field PSD in the WFR channels and the Bradial

curves of panels a and f. The vertical dashed lines mark the quasi-periodic variations of the

poloidal mode.
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(FLR) condition. IP-shock induced ULF waves are suggested to be excited through the433

FLR mechanism (e.g., Araki et al. (1997); Chi et al. (2001); Sarris et al. (2010); X. Y. Zhang434

et al. (2010); Q.-G. Zong et al. (2009); D. Zhang et al. (2020)). As the interplanetry shock435

hits the magnetopause, it causes a global compression of the dayside magnetosphere that436

launches tailward propagating fast-mode waves. These waves propagate into the mag-437

netosphere and excite field line resonance (FLR). Thus, the ULF waves after the second438

shock might be generated by this FLR mechanism.439

One criterion for occurrence of wave-particle drift resonance is that the resonant440

particle flux should oscillate either in phase or anti-phase with Ea while non-resonant441

particle fluxes should oscillate 90◦ out of phase with Ea (Southwood & Kivelson, 1981;442

Dai et al., 2013). Similarly, the resonant energy can also be determined by examining443

the flux peak to valley ratio γ (Yang et al., 2010). γ of electron fluxes in the resonant444

energy range would be larger than the adjacent energies. Both these features are clearly445

visible for electrons in the energy range 80 – 108 keV for the first 6 wave cycles (the ver-446

tical dashed lines in Figure 5 representing the quasi-periodicity of the poloidal mode).447

Residual fluxes at other electron energies exhibit weak correlation with the magnetic field448

pulsations. Thus, the drift resonance must have been excited in the 80 – 108 keV energy449

channel. Although at other energies the electrons do not exhibit exact drift resonance450

with the ULF waves, their modulations are highly pertinent to the presence of ULF waves.451

Acceleration during the first half cycle followed by deceleration may not have led to any452

energy gain of these electrons (Shi et al., 2018).453

The correlation of ULF waves and hiss intensity modulation is shown in Figures454

5e and 5j. The hiss wave intensity exhibits a strong coherency with Br for the first 6 wave455

cycles: the intensity peaking at the crest of the magnetic field variations while dimin-456

ishing or vanishing at its trough. The linear wave growth rates calculated at these in-457

tervals also exhibit similar variations. At 18:07 UT (hiss intensity peak), the maximum458

growth rate was found to be higher than at 18:09 UT (hiss intensity trough) (cf. Fig-459

ure 3g). At other resonant wave cycles, similar variations of wave growth rates were also460

found (not shown here to maintain brevity) that justify the observed hiss intensity vari-461

ations. Such correlation is found to be better for RBSP-A than for RBSP-B. Similar bet-462

ter agreement between electron flux modulations and ULF waves are also observed for463

RBSP-A compared to RBSP-B. One possible explanation is that the excitation of ULF464

waves and its modulation of electron flux and hiss wave intensity might have occurred465

at or near the location of RBSP-A. During propagation from the source region to the466

location of RBSP-B, the electrons might have become incoherent as their drift motion467

is dominated by the E × B-drift. The waves, on the other hand, might have been af-468

fected by the background plasma density.469

The analyses, thus suggest that an enhanced growth rate and additional ULF wave470

modulation triggered the generation of hiss waves during this period.471

4.5 Substantial hiss recovery phase (19:00 UT – 21:00 UT)472

During this interval, the growth rate (20:00 UT) exhibited similar variations as that473

of the pre-shock moment (16:00 UT), with the post-shock values higher than the pre-474

shock values (Figure 4h). The ULF waves excited by the second shock impact subsided475

and the suprathermal electron fluxes were comparably reduced, although higher than the476

pre-shock fluxes (Figure 2a). The twin Van Allen probes were also in the dense plasma-477

sphere during this period (Figure 1e) and the hiss waves exhibited unidirectional Poynt-478

ing fluxes (Figure 3e). Thus, the background magnetospheric conditions became simi-479

lar to some extent to that during the pre-shock interval. Therefore, as discussed earlier,480

the local plasma instabilities might have led to the substantial recovery of plasmaspheric481

hiss during this interval.482
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5 Discussion and Conclusion483

In this study, using RBSP observations and calculation of electron phase space den-484

sity (PSD) and wave growth rates based on linear instability theory (Kennel & Petschek,485

1966), we investigated the mechanisms that caused disappearance, recovery and patch-486

iness of plasmaspheric hiss in response to two consecutive interplanetary shocks on De-487

cember 19, 2015. Suprathermal damping of hiss waves followed by the removal of hot488

electrons led to the ∼30 minutes disappearance of plasmaspheric hiss following the first489

shock (16:16 – 16:45 UT). With time, as more and more hot electrons were injected into490

the inner magnetosphere by the first shock-induced substorm, the hiss waves recovered491

within their core frequency range (16:45 – 18:02 UT). Additionally, chorus waves were492

also found to possibly contribute to the generation of hiss during this interval. Weak sub-493

storm activities and Pc5 mode poloidal ULF waves triggered by the second shock resulted494

in the generation and intermittent variation of plasmaspheric hiss for about an hour fol-495

lowing the shock impact (18:02 – 19:00 UT). Afterwards, as the Van Allen probes moved496

inside the plasmasphere, local plasma instability led the hiss waves to regain their am-497

bient intensity.498

The energetic and relativistic electrons were found to exhibit significant variations499

around the shock arrival times (Figure 2). As discussed in details in Section 1, plasma-500

spheric hiss waves are particularly important in radiation belt studies as they play vi-501

tal roles in modulating the radiation belt electron distribution. Recently, numerous stud-502

ies have been conducted to study the evolution of plasmaspheric electron lifetimes with503

geomagnetic activity based on hiss power variations with AE or Kp using the Van Allen504

Probes observations (Spasojevic et al., 2015; Orlova et al., 2016; Mourenas et al., 2017;505

Claudepierre et al., 2020). Agapitov et al. (2020) used six years of Van Allen probe data506

(2012 – 2018) to study the plasmaspheric hiss-driven pitch-angle diffusion rates of MeV507

electrons as a function of L∗, MLT and AE. They considered the local hiss wave power,508

ratio of electron plasmafrequency to electron gyrofrequency (ωpe/Ωce), hiss frequency509

(fm) at peak hiss power and took into account the spatio-temporal correlation between510

these parameters to provide comprehensive statistical maps of the diffusion rates. Us-511

ing a parametric model of MeV electron lifetime governed by AE-index for regions with512

L > 2.5 up to the plasmapause and validated by MagEIS electron flux decay database,513

it was found that during active geomagnetic intervals, as the hiss wave power and peak514

wave frequency changes, it reduces the MeV electron lifetimes by ∼1.5 – 2 times, result-515

ing in faster electron precipitation into the atmosphere. This suggests that the distri-516

bution of MeV electrons in the plasmasphere can be modulated by plasmaspheric hiss517

waves, which itself varies with geomagnetic activities. During the period of our study,518

we found the MeV electron fluxes to exhibit initial enhancement followed by quasi-periodic519

fluctuations after the first shock impact and after the second shock impact, the fluxes520

exhibited slight increase in their values that remained elevated above the pre-shock lev-521

els for the rest of the period (Figures 2c and 2g). It was also during these intervals that522

the hiss waves exhibited dramatic variations: disappearing for about 30 minutes after523

the first shock and exhibiting intermittent patchy variations after the second shock (Fig-524

ures 1f and 1g). Thus, it seems that apart from shock acceleration (e.g., Blake et al. (1992);525

Foster et al. (2015); Kanekal et al. (2016)), the plasmaspheric hiss waves might have also526

played a role in modulating the MeV electron fluxes (e.g., Agapitov et al. (2020); Claude-527

pierre et al. (2020)). However, this requires further investigation that is not in the scope528

of this present work and so, we leave it for future studies.529

In addition to these features in the measured hiss wave amplitude and electron flux530

distributions, we also observed some differences in the wave amplitudes between the two531

probes during the interval 16:16 UT – 19:00 UT (mentioned in Section 2). From Figure532

1e, we can see that during the pre-shock interval (15:00 UT – 16:16 UT) and the sub-533

stantial hiss recovery phase (19:00 UT – 21:00 UT), the measured plasmaspheric elec-534

tron density exhibited smooth variations, but between 16:16 UT – 19:00 UT, the elec-535
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tron density exhibited constant fluctuations. Chen et al. (2012a), through ray tracing536

technique, showed that whistler mode waves, including hiss, are focused by density en-537

hancements with larger intensity in regions of higher plasma density. Thus, it is sugges-538

tive that consistent density fluctuations along the trajectory of the satellites can lead to539

sudden increase or decrease in the hiss wave amplitude. To check the role of background540

plasma density on the observed hiss wave amplitude variations, we over-plotted the plas-541

maspheric electron density (multiplied by 10 to match the scale) estimated from EFW542

spacecraft potentials on the magnetic field power spectral density (Figure 6). The fig-543

ure shows that the hiss wave amplitudes exhibit good correlation with the plasmaspheric544

density, especially during the intermediate and post second shock intervals.545

Figure 6. Plasmaspheric electron density estimated from EFW probe potentials (multiplied

by 10 to match the scale) shown by white solid lines over-plotted on the magnetic field power

spectral density (PSD) in the WFR channels observed by RBSP-A (top panel) and RBSP-B

(bottom panel).

Malaspina et al. (2016, 2017), using almost 3 years of Van Allen probe data, pre-546

sented statistical distribution of hiss wave power with: (1) distance from the plasmapause547

and (2) location of the plasmapause, rather than the general trend of organizing hiss wave548

power by L parameter and geomagnetic activity. They argued that as the growth and549

evolution of whistler mode waves strongly depend on plasmaspheric density distribution550

that itself varies with L and depends on the history of corotation, convection and refill-551

ing, so when the hiss wave power is organized by L parameter and geomagnetic activ-552
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ity, it introduces non-physical spatial averaging of hiss power distributions. Under this553

background, distance from the plasmapause and the plasmapause location are better pa-554

rameters for statistically parameterizing hiss wave power spatial distribution in the in-555

ner magnetosphere. Their studies showed that both the location and the width of peak556

hiss intensity exhibits significant variation with the plasmapause location. The location557

of peak hiss intensity shifts earthwards to lower L values and the width increases as the558

plasmapause moves away from the Earth. The location of the plasmapause can be es-559

timated from the plasma density measured by a spacecraft. It is usually defined as the560

time when the plasma density changes by a factor of ∼5 within ∼0.5 L (Moldwin et al.,561

2002). From Figure 1e, we can see that neither of the spacecraft exhibited such sharp562

changes in the measured electron density. Thus, identification of a true plasmapause cross-563

ing is difficult during the period of our study, although consistent fluctuations in the elec-564

tron density between 16:16 UT – 19:00 UT (Figure 1e) are indicative of a partially eroded565

plasmasphere and a constantly fluctuating plasmapause location. The observed hiss wave566

amplitude variations and the differences in wave power measurements between the two567

probes during this interval (16:16 – 19:00 UT) might thus be effects of the fluctuating568

plasmapause. Therefore, we see that the fluctuating plasmapause location and in turn,569

the background plasma density played important roles in modulating the hiss wave power,570

while substorms and ULF waves resulted in the excitation of the waves.571

The main conclusions from this study can thus be summarized as follows:572

1. Substorms induced by both the shocks played vital roles in modulating the hiss573

wave intensities. By injecting hot electrons into the inner magnetosphere, the sub-574

storms initiated plasma instabilities that affected the linear wave growth rates lead-575

ing to the observed hiss variations during these intervals.576

2. ULF waves generated by the second shock modulated both the electron fluxes and577

the hiss wave intensities in a significant manner. Electrons in the energy range 80578

– 108 keV were in drift resonance with the ULF waves that resulted in the observed579

quasi-periodic fluctuations in the electron fluxes. The ULF waves also modulated580

the hiss wave intensities.581

3. Background plasma density and fluctuating plasmapause location additionally played582

vital roles in modulating the hiss wave intensities during the interval 16:16 UT –583

19:00 UT.584

In future, we plan to use extensive multi-satellite observations and numerical sim-585

ulations to understand the variability of plasmaspheric hiss under various and more com-586

plex shock impact scenarios.587
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